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In this paper, a two-port reflective grating with the cancellation of the zeroth order is introduced. The grating uses an Ag 

reflective metal grating structure. Under a normal incidence of light with a wavelength of 1550 nm, for both TE and TM 

polarizations, the grating can output in ±1st orders. In addition, the efficiency of the 0th order reflected light is less than 1%. 

Optimized grating parameters are obtained by using rigorous coupled-wave analysis. Furthermore, the complex physical 

mechanism of multimode superposition coupling in grating can be well explained by modal method. 
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1. Introduction 

 

A beam splitter is an important optical device which is 

widely used in various fields [1-5]. It can be applied in 

optical path switches [6-8], laser resonators [9-11], the 

picosecond optical signal processing [12-15], photonic 

integrated circuits [16,17], and quantum key distribution 

systems [18]. Feng et al. designed a two-port single-layer 

dielectric grating beam splitter with polarization 

independent at a Bragg angle of incidence [19]. Wang et al. 

designed a low-contrast grating with cancellation of the 

zeroth order [20] and a mixed metal dielectric grating with 

suppression of the zeroth order [21]. Yin et al. [22] 

designed an encapsulated metal-dielectric reflective 

grating which presented for broadband 

polarization-independent two-port beam splitting under 

normal incidence at the central wavelength of 800 nm. The 

results indicated that a bandwidth of 46.4 nm could be 

achieved for the diffraction efficiency over 46% at the 

central wavelength of 800 nm. Sang et al. [23] found out 

the asymmetrical lateral leakage of light in a finite 

zero-contrast grating mirror and proposed the dispersion 

equation of slab waveguide for the TM mode to evaluate 

the resonant condition of the zero-contrast grating mirror. 

The results show that the mirror effect of the infinite 

zero-contrast grating is resulted from the overlapping of 

order-mode resonance pairs. Sang et al. [24] studied 

tunable optical reflectance using a monolithic encapsulated 

grating in fused silica grating based on the guided-mode 

resonance effect. And they found that the thickness of top 

layer controlled the guided-mode resonance location, and 

the thickness of the grating layer controlled the leakage of 

the energy to the substrate thus controlled the surface 

reflectivity. A polarization-independent two-port grating 

with the cancellation of the zeroth order at normal 

incidence is designed in this paper. The grating structure is 

a single-layer fused-silica grating with a connecting layer. 

Compared with reported Ref. [20], the grating structure of 

this paper adds a layer of Ag reflective material to change 

the transmission-type grating into a reflection-type grating. 

In addition, compared to reported Ref. [21], the grating 

incorporates a connecting layer of fused silica. The 

rigorous coupled-wave method [25], the modal method [26] 

and the finite-difference time-domain method [27] are 

basic theories of analyzing gratings. 

In this paper, a two-port reflection grating beam 

splitter with good beam splitting effect is designed by 

using rigorous coupled-wave analysis method. Then the 

modal method is used to obtain the effective refractive 

index of each mode of the grating region, and the energy 

distribution of the grating diffraction process can be 

observed. Based on the grating structure parameters 

calculated by rigorous coupled-wave analysis method, the 

efficiency of the ±1st order under TE polarization reaches 

48.01%, the efficiency of the ±1st order under TM 

polarization reaches 47.90%. Analyzing the incident 

characteristics and process tolerances of the grating with 

the zeroth order being cancelled, the diffraction efficiency 

of the ±1st order under two polarizations can exceed 47% 

within a suitable bandwidth. 

 

 

2. Modal analysis and numerical design 

 

The two-port grating is shown in Fig. 1. The grating 
groove medium is air with the refractive index of n1=1.00. 
The grating has an Ag reflective layer with a height of 100 
nm and a grating layer of a fused-silica substrate. The 
groove depth of the grating layer is h1, and the refractive 
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index of the grating ridge is n2=1.45. A fused-silica 
connecting layer is added between the Ag reflective layer 
and the grating ridge with the connecting layer having a 
thickness of h2. The refractive index of the substrate is 
n2=1.45. And the duty cycle f of the grating is the ratio of 
the width of the grating ridge b to the period d. For TE 
polarization and TM polarization [28], the incident 
wavelength of the grating is 1550 nm. According to the 
grating equation [29,30], the period range we chose is 
between λ and 2λ. After multiple data analysis, the grating 
period d to 2982 nm and duty cycle f to 0.37 can be set. 

 As can be seen from Fig. 2, it shows the relationship 
of the efficiency versus the height h1 of the grating groove 
and the thickness h2 of the connecting layer. For the 
TE-polarized light with h1=0.96 μm and h2=0.17 μm, the 
efficiency of the 0th order is 0.51% and the efficiency of 
the ±1st order is 48.01%. The total efficiency of the +1st 
and the -1st orders is 96.02%. For TM-polarized light, the 
efficiency of 0th order is 0.85%, and the efficiency of ±1st 
order is 47.90%. The total efficiency of the two orders is 
95.80%. According to the efficiency of each order, it can 
be seen that the grating shows good performance in 
reducing the efficiency of 0th order diffraction. 

 

 
Fig. 1. A two-port reflective grating with the cancellation  

of the zeroth order 

     

 

 

 

           

(a)                                                 (b) 

         

(c)                                                     (d) 

 

Fig. 2. Efficiencies in two orders for the grating versus the grating groove depth and the thickness of the connecting layer for 

both two polarizations at wavelength of 1550 nm under normal incidence: (a) the 1st order for TE polarization, (b) the 1st order  

for TM polarization, (c) the 0th order for TE polarization, (d) the 0th order for TM polarization (color online) 
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According to the finite-difference time-domain 

method, Fig. 3 shows the normalized field distribution of 

the two-port grating. It clearly shows the energy 

distribution of the upper surface of the grating to the 

substrate under normal incidence of 1550 nm incident light. 
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) depict the splitting effects of TE waves 

and TM waves, respectively. Since the structure of the 

grating is periodic, the energy distributed in the grating 

also exhibits periodic characteristics. TE-polarized light is 

incident from the top of the grating, and the energy is 

mostly concentrated at the bottom of the grating ridge and 

the upper middle section on both sides. The incident light 

reaches the Ag reflective layer and reflects it out of the 

grating and is divided into two strands. When 

TM-polarized light enters the grating, the energy is 

concentrated at the bottom of the grating ridge. And then 

after reflection, it is divided into 1st order and -1st order at 

the top of the grating ridge. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Normalized field magnitude distribution with the 

two-port beam splitter under normal incidence: (a) TE  

   polarization, (b) TM polarization (color online) 

 

 

The rigorous coupled-wave method can only provide 

the diffraction efficiency under the incident of 

TE-polarized light and TM-polarized light, and the modal 

method can clearly explain the diffraction process. First, 

TE-polarized light or TM-polarized light can be coupled to 

some discrete grating modes, where the coupling 

efficiency depends on the overlap integral. There are four 

couplings in the energy exchange inside the grating. For 

TE polarization, the integral equation is written as: 
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and for TM polarization, the integral equation is written as:  
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By calculating the overlap integral [31], energy 

changes from the incident wave to modes 0 and 2 are 

0.5364 and 0.4597 for TE polarization or 0.4734 and 

0.4005 for TM polarization. Modal method is a detailed 

analysis and explanation of the physical coupling 

mechanism of diffracted light waves propagating in 

reflection and transmission gratings. When the incident 

light wave enters the ridge of the grating, the first two 

couplings will occur. At this time, only two grating modes, 

namely mode 0 and mode 2, are considered. Because other 

grating modes are excited by evanescent waves, their 

energy can be ignored. Mode 0 and mode 2 propagate with 

their different effective refractive indices which can be 

derived from the eigen equation of the grating. When the 

modes reach the exit surface of the grating, the last two 

couplings will occur, which lead to efficiencies in the 

zeroth and first orders [20]. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

In the actual manufacturing, the tolerance [32-37] 

should be found to satisfy needs. For the potential 

fabrication process, the silver, fused-silica, chromium 

photoresist layers can be coated on the substrate. After 

lithography, photoresist grating can be formed, which can 

be transferred to the chromium layer to form a mask. By 

inductively coupled plasma etching, the connecting 

-layer-based grating with a metal layer can be fabricated. 

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the two orders of the 

two-port reflective grating beam splitter and the grating 

period. The abscissa is the period of the grating, and the 

ordinate is the efficiency of each order. It can be seen from 

the Fig. 4 that for TE polarized light and TM-polarized 

light, the grating period is in the range of 2965-2990nm, 

where the reflection efficiencies of the ±1st order are 

greater than 47%. 
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Fig. 4. The efficiency corresponding to the period at wavelength  

of 1550 nm with duty cycle of 0.37 under normal incidence 

(color online) 

 

At the same time, the change of the incident 

wavelength will also affect the beam splitting effect of the 

grating. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the 

reflection efficiency of a two-port grating and the incident 

wavelength. The abscissa indicates the incident 

wavelength and the ordinate indicates the reflection 

efficiency. It can be seen from the Fig. 5 that for 

TE-polarized light, the incident wavelength is in the range 

of 1530 to 1550 nm, and the efficiency of 1st order is 

greater than 47%, where the efficiency of 0th order is less 

than 1%. For TM-polarized light, the incident wavelength 

is in the range of 1525 to 1560nm, and the efficiency of 

±1st order is greater than 47%, where the efficiency of 0th 

order is less than 2%. 

 

  

Fig. 5. The efficiency corresponding to the incident wavelength 

with duty cycle of 0.37 under normal incidence (color online) 

 

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between transmission 

efficiency and duty cycle of the grating under two 

polarizations. When the duty cycle varies between 0.37 

and 0.40, efficiencies of ±1st order for TE- and 

TM-polarized lights exceed 47%. In this range of duty 

cycle, the two-port splitting effect of the two-port 

reflective grating under TE polarization and TM 

polarization is substantially equal. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The diffraction efficiency corresponding to the duty 

 cycle at wavelength of 1550 nm under normal incidence 

(color online) 

 

In this paper, the incident angle condition of the 

grating is normal incidence. The tolerance of the incident 

angle also needs to be taken into consideration, which is 

shown in Fig. 7. In two polarizations, there is a sudden 

change in the efficiency of these four orders in the range 

of from -3° to -1° and from 1° to 3°. In the remaining 

range, the change in efficiency is relatively stable. In the 

range of from -0.1° to 0.3°, the 1st order under TE 

polarization exceeds 47%. In the range of from -1.3° to 

0.7°, the 1st order under TM polarization exceeds 47%. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. The diffraction efficiency corresponding to the incident 

angle at wavelength of 1550 nm under normal incidence 

(color online) 
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4. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we have designed a two-port grating 

beam splitter with the cancellation of the zeroth order.  

Though analyzing and calculating the structural 

parameters of the grating by the rigorous coupled-wave 

theory. For TE-polarization light, efficiencies of the ±1st 

orders are both 48.01%, and the efficiency of the 0th order 

is 0.51%. For the TM-polarization light, efficiencies of the 

±1st orders are both 47.90%, where the efficiency of the 

0th order is 0.85%. It can be seen from the results that the 

grating has a good suppression effect on the 0th order. This 

kind of zeroth-order suppressed grating is useful in many 

optical systems. At the same time, by analyzing, the results 

show good incident bandwidth and period tolerance under 

both TE-polarized and TM-polarized light incidence. 
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